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RESOLUTION

LAGOS, J.:

For resolution of this Court is accused Miriam S. Fulgueras' Omnibus
Motion! dated May 21, 2018 and the prosecution's Comment/Opposition
dated June 11, 20182

•

Accused Fulgueras moves to dismiss the charges against her on the
ground of violation of her right to speedy disposition or to quash the
Informations in these consolidated cases, in the alternative.

The accused anchors her motion to dismiss on the claim that the Office
of the Ombudsman (OMB) took eight years to resolve the investigation
against her and, thus, violated her constitutional right to speedy disposition
of cases. According to the accused, these consolidated cases originated in
December 2006 from unliquidated cash advances of accused Iris Mendoza.
Allegedly, the timeline of events is as follows:

1 Records, Vol. 11,pp. 179-215.
2 Records, Vol. 11,pp. 262-272.
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On July 29, 2010, the Commission on Audit (COA) created a Special
Audit Team to commence an investigation on these cash advances.

On January 29, 2011, COA issued Office Order No. 2011-036 (JIT) and
created a Special Audit Team with the OMB for a joint audit of Metropolitan
Waterworks and Sewerage System (MWSS).

On July 4, 2011, accused received a letter from the special audit team
asking for a written comment on their itemized findings and
recommendations.

On July 14, 2011, accused submitted her answer.

The special audit team issued COA-FAIO Report No. 2011-005 finding
accused Fulgueras liable. She filed her appeal on February 13, 2013.

On October 9, 2013, accused's appeal was granted.

On March 21, 2014, accused received the Complaint from the OMB.

On June 23, 2014, accused filed her counter-affidavit.

On November 13, 2014, accused received the OMB's order to file her
position paper.

On January 30, 2017, accused received a Joint Resolution dated
September 6, 2016 finding probable cause against her.

On January 25, 2017, accused filed a motion for reconsideration.

On August 27, 2017, accused received a Resolution dated March 24,
2017 denying her motion for reconsideration.

In December 2017, the Informations in these cases were prepared and
approved.

On April 6, 2018, the Informations were filed.

The accused also seeks to quash the Informations in these caseson the
claim that the facts as stated in the same do not charge an offense. Allegedly,
the Informations are replete with conclusions of law instead of material facts
that establish the elements of falsification of public documents under
paragraph 4 of Article 171 of the Revised Penal Code. Allegedly, the
Informations merely concluded that the accused conspired with her co-
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accused without specifying the facts by which conspiracy was purportedly
committed and the said Informations failed to state the particular acts
supposedly committed by the accused herself. The Informations likewise
failed to state clearly how the items in the said Journal Entry Voucher (JEV)
were falsified. Allegedly, the Informations should show what details were
falsified and how they are false.

The accused adds that the material facts alleged in the Informations
do not constitute the elements of a violation of falsification of public
documents. as the prosecution failed to state that the accused took
advantage of her position. Allegedly, a simple perusal of the JEV'ssubject of
the Informations would show that she had no participation whatsoever in
their preparation, except for JEVNos. 388 dated December 6,2006 and 2007-
01-05510 dated January 31, 2007.

The accused also claims that the Informations do not charge an
untruthful narration of facts. Allegedly, the untruthful statement made by
the accused in the JEV's pertains to entries that should have been inputted
as "cash advance" rather "Prior Year Adjustments". Accused argues that this
is not a narration of fact but rather a conclusion of law. Assuming that the
entries should have been inputted as cash advance, the same is, allegedly, a
mistake of judgment, for which accused cannot be held criminally liable.

Lastly, accused argues that the Informations failed to allege the
essential element that the accused acted with the wrongful intent of injuring
a third person. In these cases, accused did not participate in the preparation
of the JEV's except for JEV No. 388-2006 and JEV No. 2007-01-005510.
Considering she did not participate in the preparation of these JEV's, she
could not have intended to falsify them.

As for JEV388-2006 and JEVNo. 2007-01-005510, accused alleges that
she merely affixed her signature thereon as part of her ministerial duties and
on the basis of the order of her superiors, Ms. Vispo and Mr. Polloso, after
they approved the entries thereon.

The prosecution disagrees. The prosecution states that there is no
persuasive proof that accused Fulgueras' right to speedy disposition of cases
was violated. The prosecution claims that the accused was mistaken to
reckon the time of delay from the commencement of the investigation by
the COA Special Audit Team in July 2010. Allegedly, the proper reckoning
period should be from the time of the filing of the Complaint dated March
17, 2014 by the Field Investigation Office (FIO). The prosecution concludes
that accused Fulgueras cannot simply invoke inordinate delay without first
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establishing the delay and further show proof that such delay was vexatious,
capricious and oppressive.

The prosecution further contends that accused Fulgueras failed to
show that she had previously asserted her right to speedy trial. The
prosecution also claims that accused's claim of resulting prejudice due to the
purported inordinate delay is insufficient to establish any alleged prejudice
that she had suffered. The prosecution asserts that the claim of prejudice
must have conclusive factual basis

As for the accused's contention that the Informations did not properly
charge an offense, the prosecution maintains that this claim is without merit.
The prosecution claims that the manner in which the Informations alleged
the acts or omissions complained of was sufficient to apprise the accused of
the nature and cause of the accusation against her. The prosecution also
adds that, contrary to the accused's allegations, the Informations in these
cases sufficiently allege the elements of the offense charged.

Lastly, with regard to the alleged failure of the prosecution to allege
the essential element of wrongful intent of injuring a third person, the
prosecution submits that, in the falsification of public or official documents,
whether by public officials or by private persons, it is unnecessary that there
be present the idea of gain or the intent to injure a third person, for the
reason that, in contradistinction to private documents, the principal thing
punished is the violation of the public faith and the destruction of the truth
as therein solemnly proclaimed.

DISCUSSION AND RULING

The right to speedy disposition of cases is enshrined in Article III of
the Constitution, which states that:

Section 16. All persons shall have the right to a speedy
disposition of their cases before all judicial, quasi-
judicial or administrative bodies.

The constitutional right of speedy disposition is not limited to the
accused in criminal proceedings but extends to all parties in all cases, be it
civil or administrative in nature, as well as all proceedings, either judicial or
quasi-judicial. In this accord, any party to a case may demand expeditious
action from all officials who are tasked with the administration of justice."

3 People of the Philippines vs. Sandiganbayan, Fifth Division and Lt. Gen. Leopoldo S. Aeot, et al. (G.R. No.
199151-56, July 25,2016).
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The Supreme Court in the case of Rafael Coscol/uela v.
Sandiganbayan4 and the more recent case of Commo. Lamberto Torres v.
SandiganbayanS has reiterated that, in determining whether an accused has
been deprived of the right to speedy disposition of cases, four factors must
be considered: (a) length of delay; (b) reason of the delay; (c) the defendant's
assertion of his right; and, lastly, (d) prejudice of the defendant.
Furthermore, in the even more recent case of Juanito Victor Remul/a v.
Sandiganbayan6, the High Court emphasized that none of these factors is
either a necessary or sufficient condition. The aforesaid four factors are
related and must be considered together with other relevant circumstances.
The right to a speedy disposition of cases is a relative concept. Each
invocation of the right to speedy disposition must be approached by the
courts on an ad hoc basis where the conduct of both the prosecution and
defendant are weighed apropos the four-fold factors. Hence, given the
pronouncement of the Supreme Court in Remul/a, this Court must
collectively consider all four factors of the right to speedy disposition as well
as other relevant peculiar circumstances present in this case, should there
be any, to resolve the present motion.

Length of Delay

At first glance, these cases appear to have originated from the Office
of the Ombudsman Field Investigation Office (FIO) Complaint dated March
17, 2014. However, additional examination of the records reveal that the
Office of the Ombudsman's (OMB) investigation into the transactions
involved in these cases date further back to January 19, 2011 when the
Commission on Audit (COA), pursuant to the Memorandum of Agreement
between the COA and the OMB and to the Joint Memorandum Circular on
Joint Investigations dated October 12, 20107, formed a Special Audit Team
to compose the COA Group for the Joint Investigation Team with the OMB
to conduct a joint audit of the Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage
System (MWSS). This started a formal fact-finding audit investigation which,
under the case of Torres, should be tacked or reckoned with in determining
the total period of delay. In fulfillment of its mandate, this Special Audit
Team issued COA Report No. 2011-005 on September 15, 2011 finding
accused Fulgueras, among others, liable for violation of Article 171 of the
Revised Penal Code due to her participation in eo-accused Iris Mendoza's
cash advances. In fact, the Complaint and even the Joint Resolution of the
OMB8 finding probable cause against the accused, referred and cited COA

4 G.R. No. 191411, July 15, 2013.
S G.R. Nos. 221562-69, October 5, 2016.
6 G.R. No. 218040, April 17, 2017.
7 (OA Office Order No. 2011-036 (JIT)
8 Dated September 6, 2016.
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Report No. 2011-005 using the data in the report as the foundation of the
charges against accused Fulgueras. On April 6, 2018, these cases were finally
filed by the OMS with this Court. Hence, from the creation of the Special
Audit Team by the FIOwith the OMS to the filing of the Informations by the
OMS with this Court, it took the OMS seven years to investigate and resolve
the case against the accused and, subsequently, file charges against her in
court.

Reason for the Delay

The right to speedy disposition is deemed violated only when the
proceeding is attended by vexatious, capricious, and oppressive delays. The
prosecution theorizes that accused Fulgueras cannot simply invoke
inordinate delay without showing proof that such delay was vexatious,
capricious and oppressive. The prosecution surmises that this burden is on
the accused. However, the prosecution is mistaken. The Supreme Court in
Coscolluela pronounced that:

Verily, the Office of the Ombudsman was created
under the mantle of the Constitution, mandated to be
the "protector of the people" and as such, required to
"act promptly on complaints filed in any form or
manner against officers and employees of the
Government, or of any subdivision, agency or
instrumentality thereof, in order to promote efficient
service." This great responsibility cannot be simply
brushed aside by ineptitude. Precisely, the Office of the
Ombudsman has the inherent duty not only to carefully
go through the particulars of case but also to resolve
the same within the proper length of time. Its dutiful
performance should not only be gauged by the quality
of the assessment but also by the reasonable
promptness of its dispensation. Thus, barring any
extraordinary complication, such as the degree of
difficulty of the questions involved in the case or any
event external thereto that effectively stymied its
normal work activity - any of which have not been
adequately proven by the prosecution in the case at bar
- there appears to be no justifiable basis as to why the
Office of the Ombudsman could not have earlier
resolved the preliminary investigation proceedings
against the petitioners.
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As can be gleaned from the above-quoted decision of the High Court,
the duty to dispatch cases with efficacy and timeliness is inherent in the
Ombudsman. A delay of seven years, such as in this case, creates a
presumption that this duty has not been fulfilled and, thus, creates a
concomitant duty to justify the delay on the part of the prosecution. The
prosecution cannot dislodge this and shift the burden on the accused by
asking her to prove that the delay was vexatious, capricious and oppressive
without offering a justifiable reason for said delay. The prosecution did not
even attempt to provide any plausible excuse for the years of delay from
2011 to 2018. Therefore, this Court must find that the same is unjustified.

The Defendant's Assertion of His Right

The prosecution claims that accused Fulgueras failed to show that she
had previously asserted her right.

In the case of Remulla, the Supreme Court painstakingly examined the
long line of cases pertinent to the subject of the right to speedy disposition
of cases. In discussing the interplay of the factors involved in the invocation
of the said Constitutional right, the High Court concluded that the utter
failure ofthe prosecution to explain the delay ofthe proceedings outweighed
the lack of follow ups from the accused. The same is true in this case. In light
of the circumstances of this case, this Court cannot give great weight to
accused's lack of objection over the delay during the preliminary
investigation because the prosecution, as in Remulla, utterly failed to defend
the OMB's inaction.

Moreover, as the High Court elucidated in Remulla, there is no
constitutional or legal provision which states that it is mandatory for the
accused to follow up her case before her right to its speedy disposition can
be recognized. To rule otherwise would promote judicial legislation where
the Court would provide a compulsory requisite not specified by the
constitutional provision. Factoring in the oft-cited doctrine in the case of
Barker v. Wingo9 , which states that the defendant has no duty to bring
herself to trial, as well this Court must find in accused's favor.

Prejudice to the Defendant

The prosecution claims that accused's claim of resulting prejudice due
to the purported inordinate delay is insufficient to establish any alleged
prejudice that she had suffered. Allegedly, her claim of prejudice must have
conclusive factual basis. As in Remulla, however, this Court must consider

9407 U.S. 514.
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the prejudice that the accused suffered due to the prolonged delay of the
OMB's investigation. This protracted period of uncertainty over her criminal
case caused her prejudice, living under a cloud of anxiety, suspicion and even
hostility.

The Court notes that such a protracted delay is egregious considering
that COA itself already reversed its initial findings and granted accused's
appeal on October 9, 2013. For a previously exonerated person to be
tormented by an unnecessarily prolonged investigation like a Damocles
sword hanging over her head is the height of injustice and persecution.

After considering all four factors of the right to speedy disposition of
cases, this Court finds that circumstances of these consolidated cases lead to
the conclusion that the said Constitutional right to speedy disposition of
cases of accused Fulgueras had been violated and, therefore, she is entitled
to the dismissal of the present charges filed against her. With this finding, it
is unnecessary to resolve the other grounds raised by the accused.

WHEREFORE, premises considered, accused Miriam S. Fulgueras'
Omnibus Motion is hereby GRANTED. The charges against her in SB-18-CRM-
0249 to 0251 are DISMISSED for violation of her right to speedy disposition
of cases. The hold-departure orders issued against her are ordered recalled
and set aside.

SO ORDERED.

~LAGOS
Chairperson

Associate Justice

WE CONCUR:
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